
I used to work for this man, known as “Buzz” Reeves at Reeves Sound 
Studios in NYC.  When I came out of the Army in April of 1965, I went to 
work for his: Reeves Video section near the UN. When he found out that 
I was interested in Ham Radio, I was invited to his home, North of the 
City, in Tuxedo Park, a gated community. On the tour of the “Palace” he 
had two large generators to, one to run the house and the other to run his 
Ham Radio room. Someone did make a VHS video of the operations, but 
I can’t find who or the video. During radio contest’s he would have an op-
erator for each ham band running in the contest. He had a tower for  
Each band, even a 300 foot tower for the 80 meter band. The rotor was 
about 500lb’s, the beam was made of rohn sections. At the time, his ham 
setup was the largest in the East Coast.    Dave Quam W0CIA 
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Un packing all the new 
equipment, one for 
each band. 

I wasn’t there for 
this event. When I 
was on site, all 
the stations were 
in place. 
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I have no idea what this is or for… Dave 
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This blew me away, 3 inch hard line came up to the house, then 
it was down sized to 7/8 hard line and into the house via “The 

window”.  He had two Collins Radios next to the window to 
check each antenna before it went to the ham station. You would 
think that with all the expense of towers and antennas, there 
would be a more professional way to bring the cables in to the 
house. 
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When he passed on, I got one of the smaller towers. All the other  
towers were taken down, accepted for one and that was used for 
the “ Tuxedo Park” Police Dept. 
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A piece of ham radio history… Dave Quam 
W0CIA 
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